Fidessa Prospector
Today’s markets are typified by the fundamental problem of trying to match
available liquidity with client demand. Prospector monitors both live and
historical trading activity enabling brokers to quickly identify potential trading
or crossing opportunities.
Designed specifically for the next-generation sales trader, Prospector provides important context,
answering the key questions: Who do I call right now? What do I say? Who do I call next?
Uniquely, Prospector allows traders to populate the merchandise board manually, as well as automatically,
giving them a level of control that is not available with other solutions. Traders can step ahead of their
competition, deciding what portion of liquidity, at a given price, is made public and what remains private.
Unlike existing standalone products, Prospector is tightly integrated within Fidessa’s order management
system, providing a seamless workflow experience for traders. Customers’ identities and trading
intentions are all protected and controlled from within the broker’s OMS.
Key features:

•

 atch liquidity against live orders, one year of historical orders, client watch lists, shareholdings and
M
traders’ interests

•

Post merchandise on the board manually or automatically

•

Bulk enter client watch lists

•

Search in real-time for matches across all liquidity items in the OMS

•

 uickly identify what merchandise is available for clients, with aggregate volume shown on the
Q
merchandise board

•

 olour-coded heat maps and scores for both live orders and historical activity enable traders to
C
identify the most relevant liquidity matches

•

 uantity shopped is shown in the order
Q
pad and intelligently updated based on the
underlying order

•

 rospector introduces appropriate time
P
decays for historical items to ensure
relevance and to filter out false positives

•

 raders are immediately alerted to matching
T
opportunities for live orders and any
historical activity for the accounts they cover

•

Elegant, simple, intuitive user interface

•

Robust information security

Fidessa Prospector – empowering the next-generation sales trader.

For further information email Prospector@fidessa.com or visit fidessa.com
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